This paper demonstrates the role of group normative reputation in the promotion of an aggression reducing possession norm in an artificial society. A previous model of normative reputation is extended such that agents are given the cognitive capacity to categorise other agents as members of a group. In the previous model reputational information was communicated between agents concerning individuals. In the model presented here reputations are projected onto whole groups of agents (a form of "stereotyping"). By stereotyping, norm followers outperform cheaters (who do not follow the norm) under certain conditions. Stereotyping, by increasing the domain of applicability of a piece of reputational information, allows agents to make informed decisions concerning interactions with agents which no other agent has previously met. However, if conditions are not conducive, stereotyping can completely negate norm following behaviour. Group reputation can be a powerful mechanism, therefore, for the promotion of beneficent norms under the right conditions.
Introduction
The computational study of norms through artificial society simulation stretches back a good ten years (Shoham and Tanneholtz 1992 , Conte and Castelfranchi 1995 , Walker and Wooldridge 1995 , Castelfranchi, Conte and Paolucci 1998 , Saam and Harrer 1999 , Staller and Petta 2001 , Flentge, Polani and Uthmann 2001 ,Conte and Paolucci 2002 .
It is important to note that no unified or generally accepted definition of a social norm exists and this is productively evidenced by the differences in the models presented and conclusions drawn in previous computational work on norms 1 . However, in general, much of the work has tended to focus on prescriptive beliefs concerning proper behaviours within given social contexts. More specifically, interest is often focused on the kinds of norms that appear to contradict the narrow view of individual self-interest typified by classical rational actor theories 2 . The focus of this paper is also on these kinds of norms. 1 For an excellent overview of the different definitions of norms and their origins in the sociological literature and application in recent computational models see Saam and Harrer (1999) . 2 For sure, these are only a subset of norms. Norms may "enable" choice rather than prescribe and do not need to be at odds with individualistic self-interested behaviour. It would seem that the preoccupation with this subset of social norms is due to the seemingly incongruous nature of them when set against (classical conceptions of) self-interested behaviour and more recently myopic optimising (via say, some evolutionary process).
The resolution of social situations in which individual agent interests (or goals) conflict with group or system-level interests (or goals) are obviously a cornerstone of many theories of society (Hobbs 1962) , but interestingly, are increasingly becoming issues within the agent engineering community Campos 1997, Kalenka and Jennings 1999) . The vision of self-organising, open and productive multi-agent software systems appears to demand new kinds of rigorous "computational social theory". In the absence of any adequate analytical tools for dealing with complex adaptive systems, at the level of detail required, simulation and empirical analysis appears to offer the best way forward.
The aim of this paper is not to provide a complete or general solution to the problem of why self-interested agents might follow and / or enforce socially beneficial norms 3 . Rather it is to introduce the concept of group reputation and indicate how this kind of social cognition combined with communication can support socially beneficent norms within given contexts.
What can artificial societies bring to the discussion about norms? Two issues can be addressed; firstly, by precise specification and experimentation (incrementally adding agent abilities) an understanding can be gained of the impact of individual processes. Secondly, by realising the processes computationally, findings can potentially be applied (at least as an initial guide) within the computational agent engineering community -which is becoming increasingly concerned with how to control large, possibly open systems of software agents (Moss 2002 ).
The computational model presented here is an extension of a framework first introduced by Conte and Castelfranchi (1995) 4 . We present this basic framework (section 2) and then give replication results from a slightly changed reimplementation of the model 5 . We then replicate studies with an extended model (Castelfranchi, Conte and Paolucci 1998) that includes reputation and communication of reputation (section 4). The model is further extended (section 5) to include group reputation and a set of new results is presented. Finally, conclusions and future directions of investigation are given (section 6).
The main findings presented are that group level normative reputation can reduce the costs incurred by followers of a socially beneficial norm such that the norm followers outperform those who do not follow the norm (the cheaters). But this only occurs under the condition that the population is partitioned into strategy homogenous groups -i.e. when the groups fit a "stereotype" perfectly (the members of a group are either all norm followers or all cheaters). In this context stereotyping works because the generalisation (to group level reputation) is true. However, when this condition does not hold the norm following behaviour is obliterated due to bad reputations being amplified by negative interactions produced by the stereotyping. 3 It would appear that there are many mechanisms for resolving such conflicts in different contexts such as central authority, differential power, negotiation and the "shadow of the future" etc. 4 We have visited this framework again for three main reasons, firstly, we check the robustness of previous results via replications and secondly, results have some comparability with the other work and finally, the framework seems to capture minimally the kinds of interactions needed for a study of normative behaviour. 5 The re-implemented model relaxes synchronous agent action assumptions -this is discussed later.
Readers wishing to apply the results given here to human social processes should exercise caution. This work presents experiments within an artificial society -and no attempt has been made to validate the assumptions of the model with respect to any actual target. Well-specified mechanisms are presented which produce given outcomes. The use-value of this kind of work is that findings may be interpreted as potential guiding criteria for hypotheses applicable to human societies and possible techniques for computationally engineered societies 6 where the function of reputational mechanisms is becoming increasingly relevant -see Conte and Paolucci (2002) . With these qualifications in mind some possible insights are discussed later (section 6).
The Model
The model follows (Conte and Castelfranchi 1995) as a minimal way of capturing the notions of a possession norm and its effect on reducing aggression between agents. Also the model is extended in line with (Castelfranchi, Conte and Paolucci 1998) to include agents with social knowledge (reputation) and the ability to communicate that knowledge (gossip). The model was not re-implemented in exactly the same way -a number of assumptions were relaxed (discussed later). These assumptions were not identified by the previous work as significant, so the initial attempt to replicate results was a test of the robustness of the previous conclusions drawn. The results are also comparable to previous replication in which the assumptions were relaxed in a slightly different way (Nicole and Harrer 1999).
The Basic Model
The environment comprises a two-dimensional 10 x 10 grid with edges wrapped to form a torus. At any time, each cell in the grid can either be empty, occupied by a single agent, occupied by a single food item or occupied by an agent and a single food item (these are the only possibilities).
The environment is populated (initially) with 50 agents. Each agent has an energy level. If an agents' energy level falls to zero it dies and is removed from the environment. Agents have the goal of finding and consuming food items in order to increase their energy levels. Each action an agent performs has an associated energy cost. Consequently agents need to consume food items to stay alive. Depending on the context an agent may select from several possible actions: movement of one cell within the von Neumann neighbourhood (VNN), to eat food in the current cell, to attack an agent in an adjacent cell holding food or to simply do nothing.
Agents have two forms of perception. They can "see" food items and other agents one cell away (within the VNN) and can "smell" food items two cells distant (within the VNN). Figure 1 illustrates the reach (shaded areas) of each of these regions on the grid.
If an agent senses a food item nearby (using its senses of "sight" and "smell") it moves one cell toward it. If an agent finds itself within the same cell as a food item it attempts to consume ("eat") it. Eating involves the agent staying in the same cell with the food item for two actions 7 . These actions have been characterised as ("pickup food" and "prepare food" -see table 1 below). After these two actions have been performed the agent can eat the food. Immediately after eating the energy from the food item is added to the agents' energy level and the food item is removed from the environment. A new food item is created and placed in a random cell (which does not already contain food) in the environment. This renewal of resources keeps the number of food items in the environment constant at all times.
In all the experiments reported here the number of food items is set at 25, each having energy value 20. Initially food items are distributed uniformly randomly over the grid of cells (but with a maximum of a single food item in any single cell).
(a) (b) If an agent can not see an adjacent free food item or smell a more distant one then it will consider any possible attacks it may make on other agents that possess food. If an adjacent cell (VNN) containing an agent eating a food item is seen then an agent may decide to attack and take possession of the food item. When deciding to attack the agent refers to an attack "strategy". Each agent is allocated a strategy from one of three: 1) Blind: always attack; 2) Strategic: attack if the enemy is not stronger (higher energy level); 3) Normative: a "possession norm" is observed. Attack only if the enemy does not own the food item and is not stronger. Food items are flagged as "owned" by the nearest agent, spatially, when the food item is created. When an agent attacks another adjacent (eating) agent, 4 energy units are deducted from both agents. The food item is then moved to the attacker if it has a higher strength (energy level) -i.e. the attacker "steals" the food. If the attacker is successful in snatching the food item, it must then (as stated previously) go through the actions of "pick-up" and "prepare" before it can "eat" the item.
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If an agent can make no attacks then it makes a random move. If it can not make a random move (say it was surrounded by 4 other adjacent agents) then it "pauses" -i.e. does nothing. Each action an agent can perform has a cost that is subtracted from the energy level of the agent. For the experiments reported here cost are as follows: move = 1; attack = 4; being attacked = 4; all other actions cost nothing (0). If an agents' energy level falls to zero or below then the agent immediately "dies" and is removed from the environment 9 (see table 1 for a summary of the possible agent actions and their energy costs).
In all the experiments presented in this paper the 10 x 10 torus grid was initially filled with 50 agents and 25 food items 10 . The initial energy level for each agent is 40. Food items are worth 20. For each experiment 100 runs with different pseudo-random number seeds were executed. A run consisted of 2000 cycles (a "cycle" is defined below). (Conte et al 1995 , Castelfranchi et al 1998 specified that agent actions were simultaneous and synchronous. In later work (Saam and Harrer 1999 ) the assumption of simultaneous action was relaxed such that agents acted in sequence. In this new re-implementation agents are selected from the population randomly (with replacement) and allowed to take an action. A "cycle" is considered to have occurred after 50 (the population size) agents have been selected 11 (see figure 1 for a pseudo-code overview of a single cycle). Essentially this relaxation of synchronous interaction produced results that are qualitatively comparable to Conte et al (1995) and Castelfranchi et al (1998) and quantitatively more in line with Saam and Harrer (1999) -as would be expected.
Reputation and Communication
9 If an agent dies it is not replaced. It is therefore theoretically possible that a substantial number of agents could die during a simulation run. However, the initial energy levels (see later) and food energy values where selected such that agent death is very rare -at the most, one or two agents die for some small proportion of the simulation runs. For the substance of the findings this detail can be effectively ignored. 10 The food items and agents are distributed informally randomly over the grid under the constraint that a cell can contain only a single agent, food item or agent and food item. 11 This means that it is quite possible (indeed probable) that in a given cycle some agents may get to act more than once and other agents may not get a chance to act at all. This method of agent selection was chosen since it was a further relaxation (which would test the robustness of the existing findings) and would remove any artefacts that might result from sequential agent selection (see Hagselmann and Flache 1998).
In Castelfranchi et al (1998) the model so far described was extended to incorporate social knowledge (agent reputation) and communication of that knowledge. Each normative agent stores a flag for each agent in the population. If a normative agent is attacked by another agent while eating food it owns then the attacking agent is flagged by the attacked agent as a "cheater" (an agent that does not follow the possession norm). In subsequent encounters agents flagged as cheaters will have the strategic attack strategy applied. In this mode, reputations (the flags) are stored in each normative agent and are updated only via the direct experience of each individual agent -no communication occurs. Experiments were conducted with mixed populations where half of the population employed this form of individual reputation.
Communication of reputation was also implemented in the previous extensions such that those norm following agents not flagged as cheaters (so called "respectful agents") pool their knowledge when they meet as neighbours on the grid. This is implemented by allowing each norm following agent selected for an action to first add knowledge from neighbours (in the VNN) that it believes to be respectable (i.e. are not flagged already as cheaters). This form of information pooling is monotonicagents flagged as cheaters can never have the flag reversed 12 .
One Cycle: Implied in the algorithm is that each action is followed immediately by and "exit" which shifts control to the END LOOP line (ready for the next iteration). In all case where several options exist (i.e. were the agent can see several free food items or several agents to attack) a random choice is made.
Basic Model Replication Results
As with the previously published results (Conte et al 1995) statistics were gathered over 100 individual runs (with different pseudo-random number seeds) for each experimental scenario. Each single run comprised 2000 cycles, a cycle being 50 agent action steps, as outlined previously in figure 1. For implementation details and links to code see appendix 1.
Measures of total strength (energy of all agents added together at the end of the run), the inequality of strength (standard deviation of energy levels over the population) and the total number of aggression acts (cumulative number of attacks made over the entire run) were collected for 100 runs and averaged. Also, standard deviations were calculated over the 100 runs to give an indication of spread. Table 2 and Figure 3 show both the previous results (a) and the replication results (b) for strategy homogenous populations (i.e. when all agents follow the same strategy). The "Str" column shows the total strength (energy levels) of all agents in the population. The "Var" 13 column gives a measure of inequality or variance between the agents in the population. The "Agg" column gives the total number of "attack" acts performed. Each of these columns gives an average based on 100 individual runs with identical parameters but different pseudo-random number seeds. The column to the right of each of these gives the standard deviation for the set of 100 individual runs. What do these results tell us? Firstly, general observations are given that hold for both sets of results and then replication differences are discussed.
Strategy Homogenous Experiments
Overall, populations composed entirely of agents following the norm (Normative strategy) produce higher levels of strength and lower levels of inequality than populations composed entirely of Blind or Strategic agents. As would be expected populations of only Blind agents produce the highest amounts of aggression and lowest amounts of strength since Blind agents always attack if they can. An allStrategic population produces higher strength than all-Blind but lower equality. This is to be expected since strong agents are unlikely to be attacked in this scenario and hence the strong get stronger and the weak get weaker. The all-Normative populations therefore support a "more desirable" social group -in the sense that total strength is high and inequality is low.
The replication results (see table 2(b)) show much higher levels of aggression for the all-Blind case and much lower levels for the all-Normative case. The average strengths are somewhat lower in the replication results. Remember (as stated previously) that the assumption of instantaneous action was relaxed and therefore we expect to see differences. The results are similar to those obtained by a previous replication (Staller and Petta 2001) . This is to be expected since they also relaxed the simultaneous action assumption. However, the further relaxation of assumptions (i.e. the random selection with replacement of agents for action during each cycle) means that the results do not match exactly those of Staller and Petta. However, the general observations hold for all variants of the model and this adds weight to the generality of the results -which should not be effected by implementation detail concerning synchronous / asynchronous action selection or sequential ordering. figure 4 show previous results (a) and replications (b) for mixed populations (i.e. where the population is split equally between agents exercising two different strategies).
Split Population Experiments
Results are given with statistics split by strategy group, rather than for the entire population. In the context of strength levels (Str), Strategic agents outperform Blind agents, Blind agents outperform Normative agents and Strategic agents outperform Normative agents. However, the Normative agents produce a group with much lower levels of inequality (Var). The replication results show a similar pattern to those given in table 2, with the difference in aggression between groups being more pronounced, though strength levels being roughly comparable to the results from the previous model. 13 The value given is not simple variance but the standard deviation over the energy values for each of the agents at the end of the run. The label "Var" as been used to avoid confusion with the adjacent standard deviation columns over the 100 runs. 
Reputation and Communication Results
As described previously (above), strategies were constructed which combined both reputation and communication of reputation with normative strategies. Given these mechanisms two further strategies were created:
• NormRep -Agents utilise the normative strategy but maintain a personal list of other agents' reputation which is updated via direct interaction. Reputation takes the form of a binary flag signalling either a "cheater" who does not follow the possession norm or a "respectful" who does.
• NormRepCom -Agents follow the NormRep strategy but communicate their reputational information with their neighbours (assuming those neighbours are not flagged as cheaters).
Both strategies were compared by placing them in a mixed population equally split between agents operating a Strategic strategy and one of the augmented normative strategies (NormRep or NormRepCom). Table 4 and figure 5 show the results (a) and replications (b) where NormRep and NormRepCom strategies are paired with the Strategic strategy within a population. Again in the context of strength the Strategic strategy outperforms both normative strategies. However, it is clear that the NormRepCom strategy (where reputation is communicated between agents) allows those following the possession norm to increase their strength against those operating the Strategic strategy. Also, the equality within the group of norm followers is substantially lower than the Strategic group.
It can be seen however, that the gap between the strength of the Strategic agents and the normative agents (with and without communication) is larger for the replication (section b) than for the previous results. It would seem that the random ordering and asynchronous action method erodes the advantages of reputation and communication of reputation 14 . However, the essential observation from the previous work (Castelfranchi et al 1998) has been replicated, that the storage of social knowledge in the form of reputation of other agents reduces the cost that the possession norm places on followers. Additionally, if reputation is communicated between norm followers (a kind of "gossip") then that cost is again reduced. 
Extending the Model with Group Reputation
The model was extended to allow for reputation to be stored and communicated concerning whole groups of agents rather than individual agents. Instead of agents storing a flag against each other agent (specifying it as a "cheater" or "respectful") agents pre-partition the population into a set of n equally sized groups. The partition may or may not be arbitrary (see later) but in either case, each agent only maintains a single reputation flag against an entire group -this means that a group containing a single "cheater" could gain the reputation of "cheater" that would then be applied to every member of the group. Essentially then, agents can be thought of as "stereotyping" all agents within a given group as behaving identically and this means that a single miscreant can discredit the entire group with other agents 15 . It is possible to consider the previous experiments (in which reputation was attached to individuals) as a special case of group reputation where the population is divided into n groups, where n is the population size, such that each agent is within a unique group.
It is important to realise that this minimal form of group reputation is not concerned with (and does not model) the emergence of groups or the emergence of group categories 16 . The population is partitioned a priori by all agents into a fixed set of n groups. All agents know which group all others belong to and share this as a kind of common knowledge. This can be visualised as each agent being marked with an unchanging colour that can be observed by all other agents. For a population divided into n groups we would have n colours (say, red, green, blue… etc) with each agent in the same group coloured with the same colour. Agents only store reputational information concerning a colour, rather than an agent.
Group Reputation Results
Table 5 and figure 6 show results obtained when the population of 50 agents is partitioned randomly into 10 groups (each containing 5 agents). Each agent can only be identified by group membership and hence all reputation information is applied to a group rather than individuals. Other than the group allocations all other parameters are identical to those used for the experiments given in table 4(b). The results show a slight narrowing of the gap between strength levels between the Strategic and the normative agents but normatives still do worse (in the context of strength -Str) with and without communication. Since group membership is allocated randomly we would expect that most groups would contain Strategic and normative agents.
Given this, it will not take long for all groups to have a reputation as "cheaters" since it only takes on non-normative act by a group member to tar the group reputation permanently. When all groups are reputed as "cheaters", the behaviour of all agents effectively becomes that of Strategic. Indeed if the values of both Strategic and normative groups in each of the two scenarios given in table 5 are combined the results are similar to those obtained in the all-Strategic scenario given in table 2. The differences result from the initial delay during which reputations are made and spread. We would therefore expect that if agents were allocated to groups based on their strategy (rather than at random) the stereotyping process would not simply breakdown the normative behaviour via the spread of bad reputation. Or put another way, what would happen if the stereotypes were grounded such that all agents within a group practiced the same strategy? figure 7 show results obtained when the 50 agents are partitioned into 10 groups (each of 10 agents in size) such that each group is strategy homogenous. This means that each group of 10 agents are either all Strategic or norm followers. As before the NormRep and NormRepCom represent normative reputation without and with communication respectively. Of particular interest are the relative strengths of the Strategic and NormRepCom agents. Notice that the NormRepCom agents (those agents operating the possession norm and practicing the communication of reputational information) actually outperform the Strategic agents. The NormRepCom manage this without compromising the previous normative profile of low inequality and aggression levels. This is an interesting and not entirely intuitive result. What is happening?
In the previous (non-group) experiments communication of reputation reduced the costs born by the normative group because each individual norm follower did not have to detect a "cheater" directly by incurring a cost. Once a single norm follower had been cheated it could communicate this information (bad reputation) to all other norm followers as they were encountered in the population. In this way a norm follower receiving information concerning the bad reputation of a cheater never need be cheated by it. However, this process required at least one norm following agent to be cheated by each individual cheater -so for each individual with a bad reputation, one norm following agent had to "pay" the cost of finding out this information by being cheated. The bad reputation was, in a way, a record of at least one past act of cheating by the individual agent.
However, when the domain of the reputation is expanded to cover an entire group of agents this means that only a single agent within a given group need cheat for the whole group to be labelled as cheaters. Consequently agents that have never cheated (or even interacted at all with) others may gain reputation as cheaters. When groups are homogenous, such generalisations are valid -only one agent need cheat to identify the entire group. In this way, norm followers can insulate themselves from the cheating of any other members of the group before they have a chance to act. Hence table 6 shows that within the artificial society gross stereotyping will benefit norm followers when the stereotypes reflect the object situation (when the stereotyping supplies predictive utility). It seems sensible to hypothesis that the more general such "grounded" stereotypes are the more beneficial they will be. To test this, the population was partitioned into just two groups. Each group contained all the 50 agents with a given strategy (Strategic and NormRepCom). The results are given in table 7 and figure 8. Table 7 and figure 8 show an increase in the strength of the normative agents with and without communication over the results from table 6. Equality is still substantially higher for the norm followers. Note that the number of aggression acts increases over the results for 10 groups (given in table 6). Due to the gross stereotyping of the population into two groups, all agents within the Strategic group become labelled as "cheaters" after the first attack on a normative. The spread of this bad reputation between all the normative agents will take some cycles. But after this bad reputation has permeated the society, norm followers will effectively apply the Strategic strategy to all Strategic agents but the possession norm strategy to norm followers. In this way, the normatives insulate themselves from the cheaters. However, this process relies on the "grounding" of the stereotypes such that they correctly cover strategy homogenous groups. What happens if this arrangement is only slightly disturbed? Results from table 7 shown in graphical form. Notice that, since these experiments use mixed populations, statistics for each strategy group are given separately for comparison. The thick black vertical line separates two independent experiments. Note that, in the results to the right of the line, the strength (Str) of the NormRepCom group is higher than the Strategic group (higher than in the 10 group case -shown in figure 7). Table 8 and figure 9 show the results when one agent from each group is swapped such that the stereotyped groups are no longer strategy homogenous. Even this small element of "noise" totally breaks down the advantages that the normative group had when the groups were completely strategy homogenous. Why does this happen? Since it only takes one cheating act by a member of a group to give the whole group a bad reputation, both groups quickly become labelled as cheaters. In this condition all agents effectively become strategic players. With communication this process will occur more rapidly, but the effect will be the same. Interestingly, the faster convergence to the "total negative reputation" condition (produced by communication) benefits the normatives as a group, since they are less likely to be cheated individually. Here we see the duel nature of the kind of very general stereotyping represented in the simulation. When the stereotype is well grounded then this may be a method (when combined with communication) for agents practicing pro-social beneficent behavioural norms (in this case possession rights) to outperform more selfish "economically rational" 17 kinds of agent. However, when the stereotype is not grounded (even if only slightly wrong) then the same process leads to a totally breakdown of pro-social normative behaviour -even though half the population are initially norm followers. As with the previous individual agent level reputation mechanisms, the mechanism of reputation communication implemented in the model follows a kind of "one-shot" process. Each agent assumes all other groups are non-cheaters (respectful) unless otherwise informed by experience or communication. Once a group is labelled as a "cheater" there is no way to reverse the negative label. Also there is the assumption that agents do not lie or communicate incorrect information. Given this latter assumption the "one-shot" mechanism appears reasonably plausible when reputation is stored at the individual agent level -one bad act by an agent tars the agent for life. However, for a group this appears rather strict -one bad act by a single agent tars the whole group for life. Given some set of groups, this process may have a knock-on effect.
Consider the situation in which the population is divided into a set of groups G over which all agents stereotype. Now suppose all agents are nomatives apart from one agent, located in group g (say). Now, if this agent cheats another agent, a (say) in group n, this agent will form the reputation that group g is a "cheating" group. If a then interacts with another member of group g (say agent c) which is a normative agent it will treat it as a cheater -even though it is not. This act will form the reputation within agent c that all members of group n are "cheaters". Other normative agents will accept these negative reputations via communication based on which is received first. Remember that normative agents do not accept reputational information from those they considered being "cheaters". In this sense the population contains mutually competing negative reputations. The only way a group x could avoid being viewed as a cheating group would be for no member agent m of x ever to cheat another agent p while it still had a good reputation with a significant number 18 of the rest of the population even if m believed p to be a cheater (based on its own reputational knowledge).
The agents modelled here have no such ability to reason about their own "group reputation" and therefore have no "group reputational management" strategies. However, it would seem that since the agents already operate cognitively with group categories themselves, they should be aware of their own group membership and develop strategies that take account of the way other agents perceive them. In this way, we can see how a socio-cognitive mechanism employed by agents (stereotyping) comes to produce objective social relationships between agents that dictate new kinds of behavioural strategies and cognitive structures. Such insights concerning social phenomena are, of course, not new. But what is new is the capture of such complex socio-cognitive feedback mechanisms at a high-level of detail and the objective formal representation (via a computer program) of the assumptions of the model.
As stated previously, the current model does not attempt to capture the emergence of groups over time, rather they are a priori assumed. The results presented here suggest that for beneficent norms to be beneficial to those who practice them groupings are required to be grounded -that is -that some form of categorisation of individuals need to offer predictive utility concerning those individuals possible future behaviours. Recent tag models have demonstrated how such groupings can emerge endogenously from (cultural) evolutionary processes based on imitation of the more successful agents. However, the tag models, up to the present, generally ignore cognitive and spatial aspects -representing agents as no more than very simple reactive units interacting in mean-field clouds. Future work will examine the possible role of tag processes at this higher cognitive agency level -in emerging and structuring groups that can support beneficent norms with a cultural evolutionary scenario.
Conclusions and Future Work
The results presented here show that group-level reputation, when stored and communicated between agents can have a dramatic effect on the relative performance of normative agents who respect a possession norm and cheating agents that do not. Specifically, the group of norm followers can, given the right conditions, outperform the cheaters by spreading "negative stereotypes" in the form of group reputations that indicate a whole group of agents are cheaters. However, in different conditions the stereotyping mechanism almost completely negates any socially beneficent behaviour.
These results are significant because they demonstrate the potential power of stereotypes for both the support and negation of socially beneficial norms. It begins to address the socio-cognitive interplay that produces certain kinds of social behaviour and identifies conditions under which support and negation of the norm will occur. Also it has been demonstrated that as the size of the any stereotyped group is increased (i.e. a stereotype being more generally applicable), the potential utility of stereotyping is increased but the chances of misclassification also increase. In this sense the stereotyping process is a "double edged sword" either potentially promoting socially beneficent norms or negating them. It is argued that a rigorous understanding of the conditions which select between these edges would be a worthy research enterprise in both human and artificial systems.
Agents practicing the socially beneficent norm only outperformed cheaters in scenarios where the groups contain strategy homogenous agents -that is, when stereotypes can perfectly match the objective distribution of strategies in the population. The work here has not address the emergence of groups or group level reputations. Currently agents are not allowed to join and / or leave groups or revise their reputational information in the light of new information (in the current model, once an agent or group has a bad reputation it can not be reversed).
One line of future work would involve addressing (at least some) of these issues. Previous work with less sophisticated agents in simpler environments (Hales 2000 , Hales 2001 , Riolo 2001 , Hales 2002a , 2002b has demonstrated that evolving agents with recognisable social cues (so called "tags") can self-organise into relatively homogenous, cooperative groups. If other agents stereotyped agents sharing the same or similar tags then it might be possible for norm following groups to emerge and become successful within the population. However, this requires implementing an evolutionary process within the population. We would envisage that such a process would follow a memetic (Hales 1998a , Flentge et al 2001 , rather than genetic rubric.
The model demonstrates a complex interplay of spatial and informational dynamicsretaliation against a group could cause a norm follower in the group to spread bad reputation about that group from which the retaliation came. As stated previously, these kinds of issues lead on to a whole set of possible second-order strategies that might be termed "reputation management" strategies. Such strategies can involve behaving in a counter intuitive way, such as letting known cheaters cheat again, depending on the beliefs of others concerning the cheaters. It would seem that highly complex strategies might evolve if agents are given the ability to induce such "reputation management" rules. Future work could explore different reputation management strategies.
It would also appear that spatial dynamics are important in this model -since interaction and reputational spread are spatially mediated. The experiments so far have distributed group members randomly over the grid -but what would happen if those sharing a group tended to be spatially clustered? Would this benefit a group or hinder it? Again, several issues involving spatial clustering of groups could be studied in future work.
Even with the very minimal representation of group reputation presented here, very significant effects are produced on agent behaviour and dynamics compared to the effects of purely individual reputation. Competitive interaction combined with the cognitive ability to handle social concepts of group and reputation, combined with communication (i.e. gossip) appear to form a tight linkage in the production of a kind of "group rationality"
19 that promotes "groupish" behaviour (Ridley 1996) . The concept of "social rationality" (Kalenka and Jennings 1999) has been raised within the Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) community as a solution to selfish agent behaviour producing suboptimisation within engineered agent systems. Future work could extend these simulations in order to find the kinds of reputational mechanisms agents need in order to protect themselves from errant or malfunctioning "nonsocially rational" agents -which are bound to occur in any open agent system.
As stated previously, the results and experiments presented here are purely in the artificial domain. However, tentatively, the work suggests a rather negative and depressing implication for hypotheses applicable to real human societies. We might speculate that historically, groups which practice gross stereotyping 20 can prosper in certain circumstances but that this is precarious and can lead to a wholesale breakdown in pro-social norms if only a very small minority of agents behave in a non-conformist way.
